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Save time with Elsevier Educator Support

Educator Resources on Evolve
Elsevier's textbook support offers a wealth of teaching resources and course planning tools.

- Lecture outlines
- Teaching strategies
- Learning objectives
- Image collections
- ExamView test banks
- Case studies

Total Education And Curriculum Help (TEACH)
TEACH is your complete curriculum solution, offering a consistent structure to connect your curricula, empower faculty, and maximize learning outcomes.

- Ready-to-use lesson plans
- Class planning checklists
- Assessment questions
- Classroom activities
- PowerPoint® slides with talking points
- Discussion questions
- Student handouts
- Answer keys

Evolve Technical Support Centre
Training and technical support for your Elsevier eproducts is available online for convenient 24/7 access.

- Registration help
- Webinars
- Tutorials
- Troubleshooting
- Training calendar
- FAQs

Introducing the Clinical Learning Suite
Exclusively for Canadian nursing programs!

This comprehensive new offering provides everything you need to help students develop the critical thinking and clinical judgement skills needed to excel in your program, on licensure exams, and as practising nurses — all in one convenient package.

Build Knowledge
- eBooks
- HESI® Patient Reviews

Apply Clinical Judgement
- Simulation Learning System
- HESI Case Studies
- Clinical Skills
- SimChart®

Evaluate Competency
- Elsevier Adaptive Quizzing

Ask your Elsevier Education Solutions Consultant to help you choose the perfect suite for your program.

Featured Canadian Nursing Titles

Visit our Evolve website to request textbook review copies, learn more about our digital products, and contact your Elsevier Education Solutions Consultant.

NEW! Purchasing through Evolve ecommerce in Canadian dollars is now available at evolve.elsevier.com.
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Featured Canadian Nursing Titles

Davies & Logan
Reading Research: A User-Friendly Guide for Health Professionals, 7th Edition
See page 6

Bard, MacMullin & Williamson
Morrison-Valfre’s Foundations of Mental Health Care in Canada
See page 6

Bradley & Page-Cutrara
Silvestri’s Canadian Comprehensive Review for the NCLEX-RN® Examination, 2nd Edition
See page 7

Sealock & Seneviratne
Lilley’s Pharmacology for Canadian Health Care Practice, 4th Edition
See page 5

Dames, Luctkar-Flude
& Tyerman
Edelman and Kudzma’s Canadian Health Promotion Throughout the Life Span
ISBN: 978-1-77172-225-4
See page 4

Killian
Gray Morris’s Calculate with Confidence, 2nd Canadian Edition
See page 4

McClean & McParland
Ross-Kerr and Wood’s Canadian Nursing Issues & Perspectives, 6th Edition
ISBN: 978-0-323-68336-4
See page 5

Edelman and Kudzma’s Canadian Health Promotion Throughout the Life Span
ISBN: 978-1-77172-225-4
See page 4

Gray Morris’s Calculate with Confidence, 2nd Canadian Edition
See page 4

Ross-Kerr and Wood’s Canadian Nursing Issues & Perspectives, 6th Edition
ISBN: 978-0-323-68336-4
See page 5
A Canadian approach to health education, health promotion, and disease prevention

- **Focus on research throughout the text** includes Research for Evidence-Informed Practice boxes that provide brief synopses on current health-promotion research studies that demonstrate the links between research, theory, and practice.
- **Emphasis on health promotion on a societal level** weaves in the social determinants of health throughout the text and addresses social justice (including the Public Health Agency of Canada’s Population Health Approach model; the Ottawa Charter on Health Promotion; WHO and Alma-Ata Declaration; human rights; the UN Declaration on Rights of Indigenous People; and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Calls to Action recommendations).
- **Canadian cultural considerations** are incorporated throughout the text as they relate to race/ethnicity, Indigenous peoples, identity, LGBTQ2 community, family composition, and other areas.

Included with the text...

**EDUCATOR RESOURCES ON EVOLVE**
- TEACH lesson plan manual
- TEACH PowerPoint® slides
- Test bank
- Image collection
- Next Generation NCLEX-RN-style case studies — generic health promotion

**STUDENT RESOURCES ON EVOLVE**
- Review questions
- Next Generation NCLEX-RN-style case studies — book specific

NEW!

October 2020 • ISBN: 978-1-77172-225-4

Also available as an ebook

A step-by-step approach to safe, accurate drug calculation and administration

- **NEW! A-Z medication index** references page numbers where drug labels can be found.
- **NEW! Tips for Clinical Practice** featured throughout the text are now available on the Evolve companion website in a printable, quick-reference format for students.
- **Additional Clinical Reasoning Questions** build students’ critical thinking skills with a focus on preventing medication errors.

Included with the text...

**EDUCATOR RESOURCES ON EVOLVE**
- TEACH for Nurses for RN and PN
- Test bank
- Image collection
- PowerPoint® slides
- Answer key

**STUDENT RESOURCES ON EVOLVE**
- NEW! Printable Tips for Clinical Practice
- Examination review questions
- Student review practice problems

NEW EDITION!

May 2021 • ISBN: 978-0-323-69571-8

Also available as an ebook
A relevant historical examination of the issues and trends impacting Canadian nursing today

- **NEW!** Revamped two-colour layout improves readability and visual appeal.
- **NEW!** Expanded and updated art program incorporates more vivid and up-to-date photos, charts, and graphs throughout the text to further engage students.
- **NEW!** Coverage of top-of-mind topics hits on historical colonialism vis-a-vis Canada’s Indigenous population and its impact on nursing education; how nursing education will respond to the Calls to Action set forth by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC); (MAID) Medical Assistance in Dying; and much more.

Included with the text...

**EDUCATOR RESOURCES ON EVOLVE**
- TEACH for Nurses
- Test bank
- PowerPoint® slides
- Teaching strategies
- **NEW!** Case studies
- Image collection

**STUDENT RESOURCES ON EVOLVE**
- Answer key to in-text critical thinking questions
- Examination review questions
- Key points
- Links to online resources
- **NEW!** Next Generation NCLEX-RN-style case studies

The #1 nursing pharmacology text in Canada

- **NEW!** Coverage of current topics includes pharmacology as it pertains to palliative care; the legalization of marihuana for both medical and recreational purposes; issues surrounding the use and misuse of fentanyl and the take-home distribution of naloxone kits used to tackle the growing fentanyl crises; and more.
- **NEW!** The latest Canadian statistics, research, legislation, regulations, and clinical practice guidelines have been incorporated throughout the text, as well as content reflecting the 2017 CNA Code of Ethics, updated references, and more.
- **NEW!** Additional examination review questions help students more thoroughly prepare for their credentialling exam.

Included with the text...

**EDUCATOR RESOURCES ON EVOLVE**
- TEACH for Nurses for RN and PN
- Test bank
- PowerPoint® slides
- Image collection
- **NEW!** Next Generation NCLEX-RN-style case studies — generic pharmacology

**STUDENT RESOURCES ON EVOLVE**
- Answer keys to critical thinking activities and textbook case studies
- Study skills tips
- Chapter summaries
- Audio glossary
- Review questions
- Unfolding case studies
- **NEW!** Next Generation NCLEX-RN-style case studies — book specific

Complete your course with...
- Study Guide
Give your students a practical introduction to health sciences research

- Concise overview of health sciences-related research maximizes student study time by including all popular types of research methodologies.
- UNIQUE! Tips boxes provide easy-to-follow, practical suggestions for those who are new to the subject.
- UNIQUE! Alert! boxes warn of common assumptions made when reading research.

Included with the text...

EDUCATOR RESOURCES ON EVOLVE
- Answers to instructor FAQs
- Tips for instructors and markers

STUDENT RESOURCES ON EVOLVE
- Online exercises
- Glossary
- Tips for learners
- Additional links
- Worksheets

Provide students with a fundamental knowledge of mental health concepts and disorders

- Comprehensive coverage includes Canadian statistics, research, references and resources, guidelines, assessment and screening tools, drugs, and more.
- Canadian cultural considerations as they relate to race/ethnicity, Indigenous peoples, and the LGBTQ+ community are threaded throughout the text.
- Coverage of current, top-of-mind topics addresses Medical Assistance in Dying (MAID), fentanyl and the misuse of opioids, Bill C-45 Cannabis Act, violence against women, and more.

Included with the text...

EDUCATOR RESOURCES ON EVOLVE
- TEACH lesson plan manual
- Answer key for open-book quizzes
- Test bank

STUDENT RESOURCES ON EVOLVE
- Open-book quizzes
- Review questions
- Study guide
Everything Canadian students need to prepare for the NCLEX exam

- NEW! Fully revised from a Canadian perspective to reflect Canadian approaches to nursing and health care, including the addition of the latest Canadian statistics, research, legislation, regulations, references, clinical practice guidelines, and more!
- Thoroughly updated content incorporates clinical updates and reflects the latest NCLEX-RN test plan.

Included with the text...

STUDENT RESOURCES ON EVOLVE
- Exam review in a variety of modes:
  - Assessment mode: 75-question pre-test and post-test that generate a personalized study calendar based on results
  - Study and Testlets modes: Practice questions with instant feedback
  - Exam mode: 10-, 25-, 50-, or 100-question test that provides results, review, and feedback at the end of the exam
  - Audio Reviews mode
  - NEW! 25 Next Generation NCLEX-style practice questions

NEW EDITION!

Prepare students for success as support workers in community and institutional settings

- Thoroughly updated content addresses top-of-mind issues such as the use and misuse of social media, bullying and abuse, the concept of professionalism, working on interprofessional teams in health care settings, shiftwork, and more.
- Enhanced art program reflects Canada’s diversity, and illustrates new content and important procedures.
- NEW! Chapter organization groups together body systems and anatomy chapters for easier access to related information.

Included with the text...

EDUCATOR RESOURCES ON EVOLVE
- TEACH instructor resources
- Critical thinking scenarios with suggested answers
- Two 160-question final exams

STUDENT RESOURCES ON EVOLVE
- Quizzes
- Review questions
- Student activities
- Video clips

Complete your course with...
- Workbook
Simulation Learning System

The Simulation Learning System (SLS) helps you maximize the capabilities of human patient simulators and integrate simulation into your curriculum. Corresponding to trusted Elsevier Canadian textbooks, SLS features evidence-based scenarios, an electronic health record, and teaching support for each step of the simulation, from preparation through debriefing.

SimChart®

Specifically developed as a teaching tool for health science education, SimChart is a web-based simulated electronic health record (EHR) system. It combines practical, real-world experience in electronic documentation with powerful, fully integrated educator support to help you incorporate EHR practise into your program.

Clinical Skills: Skills for Nursing

Give your students a consistent, 360-degree look at more than 1,200 of the most important nursing skills using the same convenient, web-based format that professionals use to train. A consistent, seven-part framework guides students through all aspects of safely and effectively performing each skill. Competency checklists help you track student progress.

LEARN MORE at myevolve.us/Canada2021
Elsevier Adaptive Quizzing (EAQ) offers a bank of high-quality practice questions that allow students to advance at their own pace, based on their performance. EAQ helps students of all skill levels focus their study time and effectively prepare for class, course exams, and summative exams.

- **UNIQUE!** Trusted Elsevier content
- Detailed rationales
- Performance dashboards
- Alternate item types
- Assignable and gradable quizzes
- Student self-quizzing

Set students on a PERSONALIZED, interactive path to COURSE SUCCESS!

Visit myevolve.us/Canada2021
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESEARCH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Davies &amp; Logan</strong>&lt;br&gt;Lire des textes de recherche: Guide convivial pour professionnels de la santé, sixième édition&lt;br&gt;2020&lt;br&gt;ISBN: 978-0-323-66150-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GENERAL NURSING TITLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED HEALTH CARE TITLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REVIEW &amp; TESTING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUPPORT WORKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
With Canadian students now writing the NCLEX-RN®, HESI is combining the proven reliability of their expert test development and reporting, with updated SI units and remediation sourced from Elsevier’s Canadian textbooks, where applicable. Canadian schools are taking advantage of HESI Live Review to better prepare their students for the NCLEX-RN. Only HESI delivers a single, comprehensive solution to help Canadian nursing students excel in your program and confidently pass the NCLEX-RN exam.

**PRACTISE**

**HESI RN Patient Reviews**
Didactic, knowledge-based patient activities teach and assess retention of clinical content and build students’ confidence before they experience actual clinical situations.

**HESI RN Practise Test**
Practise questions written at the application level reflect the standardized item testing formats they will encounter on the licensure examination. Provides detailed answers and rationales.

**HESI RN Case Studies**
Challenge students to apply key concepts and develop their clinical judgement by answering questions and viewing rationales for a range of realistic patient scenarios.

**EXAMS**

**HESI Admission Assessment (A2) Exam**
Assess program applicants’ basic skills and personality and learning styles to select and place prospective students and improve program retention and pass rates.

**HESI RN Specialty Exams**
Measure students’ abilities to apply concepts related to specific clinical nursing content areas throughout the nursing curriculum.

**HESI RN Custom Exams**
Provide Elsevier with your course syllabus or curriculum, and our expert nurse educators will prepare a customized exam for your program.

**HESI RN Exit Exam**
Measure students’ readiness for the NCLEX-RN examination with question formats and an exam blueprint matching the latest NCLEX-RN examination test plan.

**HESI RN Computer Adaptive Test (CAT)**
Provide an individualized testing experience that simulates the NCLEX-RN exam environment with a tailored item selection exam based on students’ performance on previous items.

**REVIEW**

**HESI Admission Assessment Exam Review**
Prepare students for their admission assessment exam with comprehensive content review and more than 450 practise test questions on the topics typically found on admission exams.

**HESI Live Review**
With personalized instruction by our expertly trained nurse educators, HESI Live Review courses can be customized using your program’s aggregate results to focus on the topic areas where your students need the most help.

**NEW! HESI® Compass™**
Combining a comprehensive, personalized online course with support from an expert nurse educator, this innovative new offering bridges the gap between graduation and the NCLEX to maximize your students’ first-time NCLEX success.

**REMEDICATION**
Your students benefit from personalized electronic remediation content from trusted Elsevier texts, targeted specifically to each student’s unique knowledge deficits. Remediation reports help you keep track of students’ remediation progress.

**REPORTING**
Detailed diagnostic reports are provided for both students and educators.

**EXAM SECURITY**
HESI exams contain numerous functionalities to ensure that each exam remains secure at the highest level.

**Empower your programs, pass rates, and students’ exam performance with HESI**

LEARN MORE at myevolve.us/Canada2021
Make sure your bookstore is carrying these examination prep tools from Elsevier!

ISBN: 978-0-323-69667-8
ISBN: 978-0-323-41478-4
ISBN: 978-0-323-68316-6

NEW Edition!

ALBERTA/SASKATCHEWAN
Faye Drinnan
d.drinnan@elsevier.com
403-619-9018

ATLANTIC CANADA
Jill Heighway
j.heighway@elsevier.com
902-440-5675
1-866-896-3332

BRITISH COLUMBIA, NWT, YUKON, AND NUNAVUT
Shellie Lim
s.lim@elsevier.com
604-505-7078

CENTRAL ONTARIO/ NORTHERN ONTARIO
Erin Carlson
e.carlson@elsevier.com
905-925-6225

EASTERN ONTARIO/QUEBEC/ MANITOBA
Sandra Power
s.power@elsevier.com
514-231-5769

SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO/ TORONTO
Kim Armstrong
kim.armstrong@elsevier.com
416-727-1287

CAREER SCHOOLS
Colleen Thomson
c.thomson@elsevier.com
416-819-3724
1-855-280-3663

CAREER SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL BOARDS
Melodee McPherson
m.mcpherson@elsevier.com
416-801-7948
1-855-885-5255

Education Solutions Consultant Contact Information
For an examination copy of any of these titles, please contact your local Elsevier consultant: